Due to the popularity of context-awareness in the Internet of Things (IoT) and the recent advanced features in the most popular IoT device, i.e., smartphone, modeling and predicting personalized usage behavior based on relevant contexts can be highly useful in assisting them to carry out daily routines and activities.
Developing personalized context-aware methods to model different categories of smartphone apps, particularly, Gmail, Microsoft Outlook, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Youtube, Whatsapp, Skype, eHealth, Uber, Browser, Google Maps etc. utilizing contextual data is the key. Thus, we consider this issue as a multi-class context-aware prediction problem, where each individual app represents as a particular usage class. An effective machine learning based contextaware model by analyzing individuals' usage patterns in multi-dimensional contexts mentioned above utilizing smartphone data can eventually predict future usage according to their current contexts [3] . Such context-aware model can be used for building various data-driven intelligent systems, such as intelligent mobile recommendation system, context-aware smart apps management system, context-aware smart app searching, intelligent app notification management system etc. that intelligently assist the end mobile phone users in their daily activities [4] . Therefore, in order to achieve our goal, in this paper, we mainly focus on modeling and predicting personalized smartphone apps usage based on relevant multi-dimensional contexts related to the corresponding users' preferences and their own devices characteristics.
Let's consider a real-world motivational example. Say, Alice, a smartphone user, is a post graduate research student. She has installed a large number of mobile applications on her smartphone. Homescreens of smartphones provide easy finding of the apps without additional effort in searching, which is useful to the end mobile phone users in their various day-to-day situations. However, the homescreen of her smartphone is unaware about the current contexts of her.
As a result, the phone becomes unable to manage the useful apps intelligently according to her needs, as her current contexts, e.g., location, are not static, may change over time. An effective context-aware app usage model may predict her future usage based on her current contexts, allowing the particular app she currently needs to be easily accessible from the mobile homescreen. Such personalized model could be used to build a smart mobile app management system that can predict her future usage according to her current contextual information and intelligently assists her to use different categories of smartphone 3 apps according to her needs.
In the area of contextual smartphone data analytics, both association learning [5] , and classification learning [6] are the most common and popular techniques to build a data-driven prediction model. However, association learning technique, e.g., Apriori [5] produces a large number of redundant rules that makes the context-aware prediction model more complex and ineffective [7] [8] .
Thus, in this paper, we focus on classification techniques that can play an important role to build an effective context-aware prediction model for individual mobile phone users utilizing their smartphone apps usage data. In the area of machine learning and predictive analytics, ZeroR, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machines, Logistic Regression, and Random Forest are the most popular classification algorithms that can be used to build data-driven contextaware models [9] [10] . Among these techniques, tree based context-aware model is more effective to intelligently predict mobile user activity in different contexts [9] . In particular, a number of researchers [11] [12] [13] [14] have used decision tree classifier to model mobile phone users' behavior. Since we take into account our apps prediction model as a multi-class problem that includes a variety of usage classes in a number of multi-dimensional contexts, a single decision tree may cause over-fitting problem, while selecting the root node based on contexts. As a result, it may decrease the prediction accuracy of the resultant context-aware model. Thus, the research question is -How to build an effective context-aware smartphone apps usage prediction model for personalized services?
In this paper, we present a random forest machine learning based contextaware smartphone apps prediction model, "AppsPred" that takes into account a number of trees rather than a single decision tree. In our model, we first extract the contextual features from the training dataset and prepare the contexts to fit for the machine learning techniques. Once the contexts have been processed, we then construct a random forest on the processed training dataset to achieve our goal. The reason for constructing random forest is that it averages the output of several separate learners like single decision tree by reducing the variance in individual's usage. However, different number of trees may give different 4 prediction results in a random forest based model. Thus, in order to build an effective context-aware model, we take into account an optimal number of trees that gives higher accuracy while predicting different categories of smartphone apps in different context-aware test cases. The effectiveness of this model is examined by considering the real mobile phone datasets consisting of individuals' various app usage and corresponding contextual information.
The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows.
• We first highlight the significance of personalized smartphone apps usage prediction modeling based on machine learning techniques. In our model, we take into account different categories of apps usages like social networking, communication, entertainment and so on in different multidimensional contexts related to the corresponding users' day-to-day situations and preferences, and their own devices' characteristics.
• We have collected contextual apps usage datasets form individual smartphone users and present a data-driven context-aware smartphone apps prediction model, "AppsPred" using random forest learning that takes into account an optimal number of trees based on relevant multi-dimensional contexts to make the model effective.
• Finally, we conduct experiments on the real-world collected datasets and evaluate the effectiveness of our AppsPred model for various context-aware test cases. The experimental results show that our AppsPred significantly outperforms other popular machine learning classification approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background and related work. In section 3, we define and formulate the problem addressing in this paper. In Section 4, we present our context-aware smartphone apps usage prediction model using random forest machine learning. We report the experimental results in Section 5. We also summarize a number of key points in Section 6 and finally Section 7 concludes this paper and highlights the future work. 5
Background and Related Work
In the area of contextual smartphone data analytics, both association learning and classification learning are the most common and popular machine learning techniques to build a prediction model. Association learning is the discovery of rules or patterns among a set of available items in a given dataset. Association learning technique, e.g., Apriori, is well defined in terms of the reliability and flexibility as it has the own parameters; the support, and the confidence [5] . It discovers association rules that satisfy the predefined minimum support and confidence constraints from a given dataset. Support of a rule represents the percentage of records in the dataset which carry all the items or contexts in a rule, and the confidence represents the percentage of the records that carry all the items or contexts in the rule among those records that carry the items in the antecedent of the rule. A number of researchers [15, 16, 17, 18] have used association learning technique to mine rules capturing mobile phone users' behavior. However, it is well known that association learning technique produces a huge number of redundant rules [7] that makes the rule-set unnecessarily large.
In [8] , Sarker et al. have shown that traditional association learning technique produces unnecessarily rules when applying on contextual smartphone data.
Thus, it is very difficult for the decision making agents to determine the most interesting ones and consequently makes the decision making process ineffective and more complex [19] .
Classification is another method that is frequently used in the area of machine learning and data science for solving the prediction problems. In general, classification is defined as a learning method that maps or classifies a data instance into the corresponding class labels that are predefined in the dataset.
According to [10] , data classification is a two-step process; first one is the learning step where a classification model is constructed from a given dataset; the data from which a classification function or model is learned is known as the training set, and second one is a classification step where the model is used to test or predict the class labels for a separate unseen given data; the data 6 set that is used to test the classifying ability of the learned model or function is known as the testing set. Several popular classification algorithms such as ZeroR, Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines, K-Nearest Neighbors, Logistic Regression, Artificial Neural Network, Decision Tree, Random Forest have been proposed to build the prediction model [10] .
Among these classification techniques, tree based context-aware model is more effective to predict mobile user activity in different contexts [9] . A very well-known and mostly discussed tree based technique for prediction is decision trees [20] . The core algorithm for building decision trees called ID3 proposed by J. R. Quinlan [20] . ID3 algorithm constructs a decision tree by employing a top-down approach in which a greedy searching through the given training dataset is used to test each attribute or context at every node. It calculates the entropy and information gain which is a statistical property that is used to select which attribute to test at each node in the tree [20] . Based on the ID3 algorithm, a modified algorithm is proposed by Quinlan, namely C4.5 algorithm [6] builds decision trees from a training dataset in the similar procedure as ID3, using the concept of information gain. In particular, a number of researchers [11] [12] [13] [14] [21] have used decision tree classifier to model mobile phone users' behavior. Since we take into account our context-aware model as a multi-class problem that includes a variety of usage classes in a number of multi-dimensional contexts, a single decision tree based model may not be effective while predicting various categories of smartphone apps in different contexts. The reason is that a single decision tree may cause over-fitting problem, while selecting the root node based on contexts and consequently it may decrease the prediction accuracy of the resultant context-aware apps usage model [22] .
Unlike the above approaches and context-aware models, in this work, we present a data-driven context-aware smartphone apps prediction model "App-sPred" using random forest machine learning technique that takes into account an optimal number of trees rather than a single decision tree based on relevant multi-dimensional contexts in order to make the model effective. 
Definitions and Problem Statement
This section introduces main notions concerning individual's smartphone apps usage based on multi-dimensional contexts. In the following, the notion of smartphone apps usage dataset with relevant contexts, is formally stated. Definition 1. Let Con = {con 1 , con 2 , ..., con m } be a set of contexts and Q = {q 1 , q 2 , ..., q m } the set of corresponding domains. A contextual smartphone apps usage dataset DS is a collection of records, where -(i) each record r is a set of pairs (con i , value i ), where con i ∈ Con, and value i ∈ Q. For example, if con i represents as the context 'user mood', then an example of value i is 'happy'.
(ii) each context con i ∈ Con, also called attribute or contextual feature that may occur at most once in any record, and (iii) each record has a particular app usage of an individual user, e.g., using Microsoft Outlook. Definition 2. Let, Apps = {App 1 , App 2 , ..., App n } be a set of smartphone applications that are used by an individual user U , each app App i represents a particular usage class for that user, which is taken into account in our multiclass context-aware problem.
In this work, individuals' different categories of smartphones' apps such as social networking, communication, entertainment, or other daily life services related apps are taken into account in order to build an effective context-aware apps usage prediction model using machine learning techniques.
Definition 3. Let Con = {con 1 , con 2 , ..., con m } be a set of contexts having influence on individuals to use different categories of smartphone apps mentioned above, according to their daily day-to-day situations, in the real world and Q = {q 1 , q 2 , ..., q m } the set of corresponding usage domains of an individual user U . Each context Con i and corresponding value can be used as a part of multi-dimensional contexts in our study, which can play a role to build a context-aware model according to the relevancy in apps usage.
Different contexts might have an influence on individuals in their daily life
apps usages. For instance, an individual's apps usage behavior in her 'happy' emotional state may be well different from her behavior when she is in a 'sad' emotional state, which represents an example of user mood context. Similarly, other relevant contexts may also have the influence on their usages. As such, in this work, we take into account various types of relevant contexts, such as temporal context, spatial context, individual's mood and preference, work status, Internet connectivity, or device characteristics or status that might have influence on individuals' usage.
Problem Statement. With the above definitions, the main problem we are addressing in this paper is stated as follows:
Given, a smartphone dataset DS containing different categories of apps usage history and corresponding contextual information of an individual mobile phone user. Our goal is to build an effective personalized context-aware apps prediction model based on the relevant multi-dimensional contexts related to individuals' day-to-day situations and preferences, and their devices' characteristics or status, in order to predict individuals' future usage for unseen test cases.
In this paper, we present a data-driven context-aware apps prediction model "AppsPred" using random forest machine learning technique, for solving this problem.
Materials and Methods
In this section, we present our contextual smartphone apps usage datasets and the methodology for modeling personalized context-aware apps usage using machine learning techniques.
Contextual Data Collection and Description
In general, a context is defined as anything that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity [23] . In this work, we take into account a number of contexts that have an influence on individuals to make a decision for using various categories of smartphone apps in their real-world life. These are:
Temporal context: It represents time related information. This is one of the primary context having influence on smartphone usage of an individual user [24] . Spatial context: It represents users' spatial information like location, which can be treated as another significant context for modeling and predicting individual's smartphone apps. The reason is that phone usage of an individual can also be treated as a location based service [25] . Thus, understanding user mobility and corresponding context-aware model is able to provide location based services for the benefit of individual users.
User mood: Typically, user mood represents an emotional state of a human, which is mostly important related to sentiment and emotional analysis. As the emotional state of human being is not static in the real world, may change over time, it could be another significant context that impacts on individuals and to model personalized apps usage behavior. For instance, one individual typically likes to listen songs when she is in a happy mood, while likes to online messaging when she is in a sad mood. Internet connectivity: This also represents device related context that connects the device with the world. As such, Internet connectivity and speed might have an impact on individuals' smartphone usage. For instance, one individual likes to play video songs if Wifi (wireless fidelity that mainly refers to certain kinds of wireless local area networks) is available, otherwise not. Table 1 gives a detailed picture of the contexts that are used in our contextaware model to predict personalized smartphone apps. We have collected smartphone apps usage datasets that include these contextual information from different individual users. All the participants in our study were university students and have their own smartphones. Data was collected from these participants from June 2018 to October 2018. The students have created an web interface for collecting these synthetic data from different users. The multi-dimensional contextual information discussed above and their interrelated patterns or relationships are of high interests to be discovered from the collected data, for the purpose of building a data-driven context-aware smartphone apps usage prediction model.
Preprocessing of Contextual Data
As we aim to build a machine learning based context-aware apps usage prediction model, we need exploratory data analysis to observe the characteristics of contexts. Thus, the first task for modeling is to make the apps usage dataset having multi-dimensional contexts able to feed our target machine learning classification technique. So for this reason, we first remove the missing data due to anomaly raised in contextual data collection. In order to build the context-aware model, we take into account all the relevant contexts that have an influence on individuals' usage as features, which is required in building a machine learn- 
Contextual Random Forest Generation
Once the preprocessing of contexts has been completed, we use machine learning techniques to build our context-aware apps usage prediction model. In order to build an effective context-aware model, we use random forest learning which is one of the most popular and powerful machine learning algorithms. A random forest learning [26] is an ensemble classifier that mainly combines randomly feature selection [27] and bootstrap aggregation [28] , in order to construct a collection of decision trees exhibiting controlled variation.
To generate the random forest, we take into account all the relevant contextual features discussed above. The generated random forest consists a number of decision trees that can be used a separate classifier like a single decision tree based model. At each node in a tree, d D features are randomly selected from the D available features in the dataset, and the node is partitioned according to the Gini index [29] . For a binary split, the Gini index of a node n can be expressed as -
where p c is the relative proportion of examples belonging to class c present in node n. The best possible binary split is the one which maximizes the improvement in the Gini index.
where p l and p r are the proportions of examples in node np that are assigned to child nodes n l and n r , respectively.
Finally, we combine the generated trees to form a single learner in order to produce final outcome. For a particular test case, it calculates the votes for each outcome predicted by each separate decision tree generated in the model and takes the highest voted predicted outcome, i.e., majority voting, as the final prediction result. For instance, we generate N random decision trees utilizing the given training dataset. The terminal nodes of each decision tree represents apps usage behavior classes and the edges are associated with the corresponding contexts that are used for similarity matching in prediction. For a particular test case, each random decision tree generated in the model may predict different outcomes according to the contexts in the tree. In order to make the final 13 prediction result for that contexts, we calculate and store all the predicted output for each tree and perform the majority voting among the N trees.
Since different values of the number of trees N in random forest learning may give different prediction results, we determine an optimal value of N based on low error rate or higher prediction results to build our target model. As more number of trees increases the overall computational cost, we take into account the lowest value of N that gives higher prediction results in terms of Rather than arbitrarily assuming the number of trees N in building the forest, we determine the optimal value of N by iteratively varying the number. Thus, a random forest learning based context-aware model by generating optimal N number of trees, is then considered as an effective apps usage model in terms of computational cost and prediction accuracy.
Evaluation and Experimental Results
To evaluate the effectiveness of our context-aware apps usage prediction model, we have conducted a range of experiments on the real mobile phone datasets collected by us. We have described about these datasets including the relevant contexts above. In the following, we report the experimental results utilizing these datasets and illustrate our AppsPred model with the detailed of experimental results of two users selected randomly.
Evaluation Metric
In order to measure the effectiveness of our AppsPred model in terms of prediction accuracy, we compare the predicted response with the actual response, i.e., the ground truth, and compute the accuracy in terms of:
• Precision: It measures the ratio between the number of apps usage behaviors that are correctly predicted and the total number of apps that are 14 predicted. If TP and FP denote true positives and false positives then the formal definition of precision is [30] :
• Recall: It measures the ratio between the number of apps usage behaviors that are correctly predicted and the total number of apps that are relevant.
If TP and FN denote true positives and false negatives then the formal definition of recall is [30] :
• F 1 score: It is a measure that combines both the precision and recall defined above. It represents the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
The formal definition of F 1 score is [30] :
• ROC value: It stands for Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC). It can be another evaluation metric that also features on true positive rate, and false positive rate, to evaluate the machine learning classifier output quality. It summarizes the trade-off between true positive rate and false positive rate for a particular predictive model [30] .
Experimental Results and Analysis
To evaluate our AppsPred model, we employ the most popular K-fold cross validation technique in machine learning [10] , where we use K = 10, to measure the prediction accuracy. The 10-fold cross validation breaks the given dataset into 10 sets. It trains the prediction model on 9 sets and tests it using the remaining one set. This repeats 10 times and we take a mean accuracy rate.
To show the effectiveness of each machine learning classification based model, we compare the accuracy, in terms of precision, recall, F 1 score and ROC value defined above. In the following, we report the overall experimental results in different dimensions.
Personalized Prediction Results of our AppsPred Model
In this experiment, we show the prediction results of our context-aware smartphone apps usage model for different individual users. For this, Table   2 and Table 3 show the prediction results in terms of Precision, Recall, F 1 score and ROC value, for each individual app as a usage class utilizing the dataset DS-01 and DS-02 respectively. As our AppsPred model is personalized, we show these results utilizing individual's datasets. If we observe Table 2 and Table 3 , we see that for each app usage class, the values of Precision, Recall, F 1 score, and ROC are significantly high, near to the maximum value 1, which ensures good prediction capability. This results also estimates that the FP rate representing instances falsely classified as a given class is ignorable. Thus, the overall experimental results in Table 2 and Table 3 show that our machine learning based context-aware model AppsPred is capable to effectively predict each app usage class of individual users according to their usage patterns in different contexts. 
Effect on the Number of Trees
In this experiment, we first show the effect on the number of trees on prediction accuracy utilizing individuals' apps usage datasets. To show the effect of the generated trees on prediction accuracy, we illustrate the detailed outcomes by varying the tree number for individual's dataset. For this, initially we consider one decision tree and the corresponding prediction results in terms of precision and recall defined above are measured. Figure 1 presents the impact of tree numbers on prediction accuracy (up to 200 decision trees) for different datasets DS-01 and DS-02 respectively. The x-axis of the figure represents the tree numbers and y-axis represents the corresponding prediction accuracy in terms of precision and recall, for the corresponding tree numbers for different datasets.
If we observe Figure 1 , we see that the prediction results are not static, it varies by varying the number of trees. As different number of trees give different prediction results, we determine the optimal number of trees based on F 1 score that combines the precision and recall. To do this, Figure 2 , shows the effect on F 1 score by varying the number of trees for these datasets. The x-axis of the figure represents the tree numbers and y-axis represents the corresponding prediction accuracy in terms of F 1 score. Figure 2 : Effect on the number of generated trees on prediction results in terms of F 1 score for selecting the optimal number of trees.
If we observe Figure 2 , we can see that initially the F 1 score is low, it increases up to a certain number of trees. The reason is that a single decision tree may cause over-fitting problem and gives lower F 1 score. On the other hand, multiple trees in random forest learning are generated from different subsets of data in our context-aware model, which control the problem of over-fitting and increases the F 1 score. As a result, it improves the prediction results that have been shown in Figure 2 . If we observe more, we can see according to Figure 2 that different number of trees give different F 1 scores. Thus, we select an optimal number of trees based on higher F 1 score with lower computational cost in terms of tree generation. As more number of trees increases the computational cost and make the model complex, we take into account that value as optimal for which it gives significant F 1 score with lowest computational cost. Thus, from Figure   2 , we find that only 15 decision trees can produce significant result for dataset DS-01. Similarly, for dataset DS-02, an optimal number of decision trees is 10.
These optimal number of trees make our AppsPred model simple and effective.
Effect on the Execution Time
In this experiment, we show the effect on the execution time of the number of trees utilizing individuals' apps usage datasets. To show the effect of generated trees on execution time, we illustrate the detailed outcomes by varying the tree number for individual's dataset. To do this, initially we consider one decision tree and the corresponding execution time is measured. Figure 3 , we see that if the tree size increases, it also increases the execution time that makes the model more complex. On the other hand, for small number of trees it performs efficiently.
Effectiveness Comparison
In this experiment, we show the effectiveness of our AppsPred model in terms of precision, recall, F 1 score, and ROC value, comparing it with some other popular classification techniques in machine learning. The comparing base methods are as follows:
ZeroR: In the area of machine learning, this is the simplest approach for predictive analytics among the classification techniques [31] . According to [9] , it can be used for deciding a standard execution as a benchmark for other classification techniques. For comparison purpose, we denote ZeroR leaning based model as BM1.
Naive Bayes (NB): This in one of the most popular classification algorithms in the area of machine learning. A naive Bayes classifier [32] is a basic probabilistic based technique, which can foresee the class membership probabilities.
For comparison purpose, we denote naive Bayes learning based model as BM2.
Support Vector Machines (SVM):
This is another popular classification technique used widely for various predictive analytics. In SVM [33] a hyperplane is chosen in the vector machine, which is a line that can take part into the variable space. For comparison purpose, we denote support vector machines based model as BM3.
Logistic Regression (LR): This is another popular probabilistic based statistical model used to solve the classification problems. Typically, logistic regression classifier [34] estimates the probabilities using a logistic function, which is also referred to as sigmoid function. For comparison purpose, we denote logistic regression learning based model as BM4.
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Decision Tree (DT): This is a very well-known and mostly discussed technique for classification and then used for predictive analytics. DT [20] constructs a decision tree by calculating the entropy and information gain which is a statistical property that is used to select which attribute to test at each node in the tree [20] . For comparison purpose, we denote decision tree learning based model as BM5. To illustrate the effectiveness of our AppsPred model utilizing individuals' datasets, we show the relative comparison of precision, recall, F 1 score and ROC value. Figure 4 shows the comparison results in terms of average precision, recall, F 1 score and ROC value by considering a collection of datasets. For each classifier based approaches, we use the same training and testing set of data for the purpose of fair evaluation and comparison. If we observe Figure 4 , we find that our AppsPred model consistently outperforms other classification based methods for different datasets. In particular, the AppsPred model gives the highest prediction results in terms of precision, recall, F 1 score and ROC value.
The reason for getting better result is that we take into account an optimal number of trees with subset of data and take the average result for the final outcome.
Thus, it reduces the variance through averaging over learners, and the random-ized stages decrease correlation between distinctive learners in the model. As a result, AppsPred is more effective than other classifier based approaches, when applying on mobile phone data consisting of variety of smartphone apps usage of individuals and corresponding multi-dimensional contexts.
Discussion
The experimental results in Section 5 have shown that our random forest learning based context-aware apps prediction model "AppsPred" is fully personalized and adaptive to individuals' usage behavior. Compared to the other popular classifier based approaches, the prediction accuracy in terms of precision, recall, F 1 score and ROC value, has been improved when this model is used, as shown in Figure 4 . Although it requires a number of iterations to determine the optimal number of decision trees to predict the future usage in a particular context, it is effective in terms of computational cost and prediction accuracy. The following are a few key discoveries from our study.
• To predict individuals' apps usage behavior in a particular context, random forest learning based apps prediction model having an optimal number of decision trees is more effective than a single decision tree based model. In our experiments, we have shown the corresponding results in terms of precision, recall, F 1 score and ROC value utilizing individuals' datasets.
• Another important finding of our study is that a large number of trees in random forest learning based context-aware model is not always effective in terms of prediction results and computational cost. According to Figure 1 and Figure 2 , for a single tree the prediction accuracy in terms of precision, recall and F 1 score is low, it increases up to a certain number of trees. After that, although it increases the computational cost in generating more trees but no significant prediction results are found.
• We have observed a significantly lower prediction accuracy when using other classification based approaches compared to our AppsPred contextaware model. The reason is that other models cannot capture the different categories of apps usage patterns properly in multi-dimensional contexts.
Consequently, these approaches have low prediction accuracy while comparing with AppsPred model that uses random forest learning with optimal number of trees to capture the usage patters more properly.
Overall, our context-aware model AppsPred is more effective according to its prediction results with less computational cost. Although it takes 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a data-driven context-aware smartphone apps usage model AppsPred that utilizes random forest machine learning technique by taking into account an optimal number of decision trees. In order to build this personalized model, we have collected apps usage datasets from individual users and takes into account the relevant contextual features that have an influence on individuals for using various categories of apps. No assumption or prior knowledge is needed in employing our model as we select the optimal number of trees dynamically according to the data patterns, which may vary 23 from user to user. Experimental results on the collected contextual smartphone datasets indicate that our model outperforms popular classifier based models for predicting individuals' smartphone apps. In the paper, we have demonstrated that our AppsPred model is in general highly effective in terms of accuracy and computational cost in predicting future usage with multi-dimensional contexts.
We believe that this model will be helpful to application developers to build corresponding real-life applications, in order to provide context-aware personalized services for the end users according to their needs. To assess the effectiveness of AppsPred model in application level by conducting a user survey, could be a future work.
